INSPIRE YOUR TEAM
WITH SURFACE
The new world of work demands focused and
productive people, empowered with devices that
help them create and collaborate with ease.
Microsoft Surface delivers a secure, seamless
experience, regardless of where your employees
are and what they’re working on.
Forrester surveyed 407 IT and business decision makers using
Microsoft 365 Enterprise, 315 of whom had also deployed
Microsoft Survey devices. Survey respondents came from a
variety of organisation sizes across Australia, China, France,
Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States.
Conducted on behalf of Microsoft in June 2020.
Read the full report

Organisations using
Microsoft 365-powered
Surface devices have seen
benefits across the board:

$25.4m

171%

in productivity savings
within three years

return on
investment

14

months to
payback on
average

THE RIGHT
RESULT,
WHEREVER
THEY ARE
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2 hrs

88%

a day saved for
the average user

No more limits as to where and when
your people can work thanks to extended
battery life, simplified collaboration and
less downtime for IT issues.
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said they
were more
collaborative
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61%

82%

We have seen a 10% to 15%
overall increase in productivity
and reduction in time on task.
We’ve also seen a 25% drop in
support incidents.

could complete work
quicker because of better
communication and
knowledge sharing

found they were
more creative

HAPPIER
EMPLOYEES

Chief Technology Officer, in the professional services industry

We’re seeing 30% to 40% less time spent per
file and eight less revisions per document.

Almost half of organisations asked
said they chose Surface to create a
better employee experience.

Global Corporate Account Director in the manufacturing industry

86%

80%

agreed Surface devices
had improved
employee
satisfaction

said it’s helped
position their
organisation as
a top employer

86%

believed they’re
more able to
support a remote
workforce

We now put the fact that prospective hires can get Surface devices
into our literature for the recruiters and for the hiring managers.
Chief Technology Officer, in the professional services industry

SECURITY AND
EFFICIENCY BUILT IN
Businesses have been able to eliminate redundant technologies,
reduce support costs and minimise infrastructure sprawl.

4savedhrs
for each
Surface device
deployed

75%
decrease

in help desk
call times

45min
spent on updates

versus up to
one week for nonSurface devices

20%
fewer security
breaches
each year

For every Surface device we deploy, we save
our IT team half a day getting it on the network,
imaging the device, setting up security requirements,
and patching.
Vice President and Chief Information Systems Officer, in HR services

GET IN TOUCH
If you want to truly enable productive, hybrid working in an increasingly digital world,
you need Microsoft Surface. Get in touch to find out more. Please contact your Computacenter
Account Manager on 01707 631000 or email enquiries@computacenter.com
www.computacenter.com
Source: Forrester Total Economic Impact Study - Maximizing Your ROI From Microsoft 365 Enterprise With Microsoft Surface . Forrester surveyed 407 IT and business decision makers using Microsoft 365 Enterprise, 315 of whom had also deployed
Microsoft Survey devices. Survey respondents came from a variety of organisation sizes across Australia, China, France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States. Conducted on behalf of Microsoft in June 2020.

